How To Make Fall Even More Spectacular
(NAPSA)—Fall is such a great
time to decorate and making the
most of seasonal possibilities may
be even easier with some tips from
the experts.
Here
are
some questions
about seasonal
decorating
answered by Dr.
Bridget K. Behe,
a professor of
horticulture at
Michigan State
University:
Q: What’s an
Dr. Bridget K. Behe
easy way to create a beautiful centerpiece using
fall colors?
A: The season’s warm tones are
ripe for the picking in rusty red
mums, orange pumpkins and
bronze gourds. For a great centerpiece or accent piece, you can cut
the top out of a gourd and remove
the seeds.
Wet a piece of floral foam in
warm water with a measured
amount of preservative.
You can scale the design to tiny
two-inch to four-inch individual
place settings with just three yellow mums to a grand and large
centerpiece with several pumpkins of increasingly larger sizes.
Use an odd number of gourds.
Golden-yellow and red-bronze
mums are a striking combination.
If you have stems left over, lay
them on the table between the
gourds.
Q: Can you suggest a flower
arrangement for Thanksgiving?
A: Giving thanks for nature’s
bounty is part of what the season
is all about. For a rich, festive display, mix deep-russet chrysanthemums with small yellow-button
mums.
Soak a floral foam block in

(NAPSA)—A recent survey
reveals two-thirds of American
women aged 18 to 44 who
became pregnant found out
about their pregnancies by using
a home pregnancy test. First
Response Early Result Pregnancy Test gives a result up to
five days before the first day of
the missed period. Learn more at
www.firstresponse.com.

Orange is the color that sums up
the fall season but it can be combined with pink, green or blue.
warm water and preservative,
wrap in plastic wrap and insert in
a basket. Orange lilies make a
special addition to the display. For
an even bigger splash, set it on a
mirror.
Q: If I want a traditional yet
trendy table setting for the fall,
what flower combinations can I
use?
A: Start with orange—it’s the
one color that sums up the season.
You can highlight orange mums
with purple/blue statice or highlight gold mums with mini orange
carnations. Or try orange lilies in a
crystal vase filled with candy corn.
A trendy combination is
orange and pink, so combine pink
lilies and orange pompom chrysanthemums—make it even more
trendy by displaying this cheerful
combination in a bright limegreen vase.
For more ideas on how to bring
the best of the season indoors,
visit www.flowerpossibilities.com.
At the Ask Bridget part of the site,
you can ask her questions about
caring for and arranging flowers.

The “State of Diabetes in America: Striving for Better Control”
campaign is designed to improve
diabetes management in the U.S.
by providing type 2 diabetics the
tools to help them control blood
sugar levels and giving them an
easy-to-understand “road map” for
successful diabetes management.
The key principles of the campaign center around what type 2
diabetics can do to get their blood
sugar numbers down. As a first
step, the American Association of
Clinical Endocrinologists (AACE)
is encouraging the many Americans with type 2 diabetes to join
together in taking an “oath” to better control blood sugar levels. To
take the oath, learn more and
receive a free diabetes-friendly
cookbook, type 2 diabetics should
visit www.stateofdiabetes.com or
call (800) 704-4694.

Potential Blower Bans Creating a Lot of Noise
(NAPSA)—When it comes to
maintaining the nation’s 30 million acres of lawns, experts say
the gas-powered blower is king of
the equipment arsenal for professional landscapers and conscientious homeowners alike. However,
in over 250 cities across the country from New York to L.A., the
topic of gas-powered leaf blower
bans is creating a lot of noise.
The alternatives to gas-powered blowers include lower-power
electric blowers, manual raking or
using water to move debris. However, experts warn these alternatives may create a new set of societal and environmental issues
including depletion of natural
resources like water and electricity if we have to find other ways to
move leaves and debris.
Municipal departments like
public works and parks and recreation could face significant increases in manpower needed to
complete jobs if forced to use less
powerful alternatives, leaving taxpayers to foot the bill.
Lawn care professionals like
Charles Gonzalez of Tropics North
in Homestead, FL also fear the
bans will have a huge economic
impact on their businesses. “If my
crews are forced to rake or sweep
instead of using blowers, that
could decrease our productivity up
to 75 percent,” said Gonzalez. “My
business can’t afford to take that
hit, so the cost would be passed
along to our customers.”
James McNew, vice president
of technical and marketing services for the Outdoor Power
Equipment Institute said, “Over
the last decade, manufacturers
have invested millions of dollars
in developing cleaner and quieter
leaf blowers.”

One manufacturer has introduced a new blower with a noise
rating of only 64 dBA, comparable
to the average human conversational tone of voice. Husqvarna has
introduced the 356BT backpack
blower so quiet that users can carry
on a normal conversation while
using it without sacrificing power.
“A new high-powered engine was
developed creating more torque at
lower RPMs. By enclosing this
engine in an acoustically designed
housing, the sound pressure was
significantly reduced,” explains
Kevin Bealieu, vice president of
product management for Husqvarna. “The result is a backpack
blower that is eight times quieter
than other traditional blowers on
the market.”
Experts say unless lawn care
professionals and homeowners
begin using the latest, less noisy
equipment solutions, the right to
bear blowers could be lost.
Additional information on
Husqvarna’s quiet blower is available at www.husqvarna.com or
locate a dealer near you by calling
1-800-HUSKY 62.

Getting Ready For Unexpected Guests
Dryer Sheets: Not Just For The Dryer Anymore
(NAPSA)—On average, people
put more than five loads of laundry in the dryer each week. Many
of those loads contain dryer
sheets, used to control static and
infuse the clothes with a light
scent. Dryer sheets, however, are
increasingly making their way out
of the laundry room and into other
parts of the home.
For example, home researchers
at Procter & Gamble recommend
using dryer sheets:
• in the linen closet to help
keep linens smelling fresh day
after day;
• in shoes to help give odors
the boot;
• in the gym bag to give odors
a workout;
• in dresser drawers for fresher
sweaters, lingerie and socks;
• behind curtains to help
freshen the whole kitchen;
• in the diaper bin to give it a
clean, fresh scent.
These are all great, useful
ideas, and by logging on to www.
BounceEverywhere.com, you can
find a remarkable collection of
additional dryer sheet uses with
some very surprising benefits. In
addition to the tips recommended
by P&G, the following is just a
small collection of ideas suggested
by consumers like you across the
country:
• Got a white streak on your
clothes from your deodorant? Just

Dryer sheets aren’t just for freshening clothes anymore. Try them
in dresser drawers or gym shoes.
take a used Bounce sheet and
wipe it lightly across to remove
the stain.
• Put a dryer sheet in the air
conditioning vent—it will make
the whole house smell fresh and
clean.
• Use Bounce in the shower to
clean pesky soap scum. Just wet
the sheet, rub and rinse. It breaks
up the soap scum on glass doors
and leaves them sparkling.
• When putting clothes away
for the season, put a fabric sheet or
two in the storage bag/container
for freshness next season.
• Clean away stubborn food.
Put a Bounce sheet in the pan and
let it soak overnight.
For more information, log onto
www.BounceEverywhere.com.

(NAPSA)—A handy Web site
offers free tips for consumers—tips
that could mean big savings on
your annual taxes and help you
stretch each paycheck. A recent
survey indicated that over twothirds, or 68 percent of America’s
workers live from paycheck to paycheck. Visit www.nationalpayroll
week.com and get tips to help give
yourself a raise this year.
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(NAPSA)—Company may soon
be about to descend on your
home—whether you want it or not.
A recent survey found that 56
percent of people said they want to
spend their vacations with families, whether they live nearby or
far away. That could mean your
future holds an unexpected visit
from a friend or relative. While
most people are happy to see visiting family members, entertaining
can also be a cause of stress—especially if you’re not expecting guests
and your house could use a cleaning. Fortunately, there are ways to
make quick cleanups easier, even if
guests have already arrived.
For instance, you don’t have to
lug out the vacuum to give the
floors a quick once over. Something
as simple as spraying a broom or
dust mop with furniture polish and
then sweeping up can be just as
effective. You can also try using
Scotch-Brite Super-Cling Floor
Cloths starter kit. It comes with a
set of dry wipes, a set of wet wipes
and a lightweight sweeper. The
cloths can pick up dirt from the
floor or be used to quickly dust
shelves, tables, picture frames and
molding.
If you notice your children have
left crayon marks on the walls or
guests leave scuff marks with
their shoes, you can try scrubbing
with toothpaste or an ammoniasoaked cloth. Or, for a more simple tool, try the Scotch-Brite Easy
Erasing Pad from 3M. The pad

Guess Who? A survey found that
people may soon receive some
unexpected house guests.
helps remove marks (including
crayon) quickly and easily.
Finally, if unexpected guests
arrive, you may want to give
your bathroom a quick cleaning.
It’s a good idea to keep an allpurpose cleaner and a sponge in
the bathroom for just such occasions. If you have time before
guests get to your house, try
cleaning toilet bowl rings and
stains by pouring a half-gallon of
vinegar in the toilet and letting
it soak overnight. If you are
crunched for time, though, try a
product such as Scotch-Brite Disposable Toilet Bowl Scrubber for
rust and stains. It’s designed
specifically to remove rust and
stains from inside the bowl, and
it has a “no touch toss” handle
that can help make clean-up
quick and easy.

